#PostAdvice
We asked current students, faculty and staff, and alumni to offer their advice to incoming Post
University students on social media using the hashtag #PostAdvice. Below is the valuable
advice that was shared for online and on-campus students. Enjoy!

“When it comes to online learning, never put your assignments off to the last minute. Just when
you think you have time to get it done, life gets in the way. Stay committed to your goal and the
sky's the limit!” – Cindi Miller- Scalora
“My advice is don't be afraid to ask for help. If you are lost or can't find a staff member ask for
help. Everyone is always willing to answer questions and assist you if you need it. When it
comes to writing papers or other assignments don't be afraid to ask your Peer Educators, tutors,
or professors for help it will only benefit you in the end!” – LaurRawr Gelatin
“Time management!!!” – Michelle Gavaletz Hlavna
“Don't get overwhelmed by the course syllabus. It may seem like doomsday, but when the MOD
classes start... the requirements/assignments are pretty doable. Just start doing them. Along the
way you'll be motivated on how fewer they get, and you'll be done in no time! The instructors
can be very understanding and considerate, too. Let them know if you're having difficulty in
understanding the topic, and if you can't or might not be able to submit your assignments on
time.” – Nel Yee B
“Shower shoes! Don't come to college without them.” – Ray Ricker, Post University Baseball
Coach
“Go to class, study hard, enjoy your friends, and have integrity! And be respectful of others!
Appreciate differences!” – Don Mroz, Post University President
“Academic classes are only a part of the education experience. Interaction with fellow students,
professors, and/or business people in your chosen field significantly enhances and riches the
educational experience and in fact holds significant value to future employers.” – Peter Linn
“Work on landing the best internship possible and work as hard as you can to prove yourself
during the internship. Hard work pays off. Short term sacrifices have long term rewards.” –
Justin Orcutt

“Critical for your success on your educational journey is proper writing skills (grammar, spelling,
sentence structure, etc.) and properly formatted paper. At Post University, we want you to
succeed in class and well beyond graduation; master how you communicate, and learn APA.” –
Anita Goerig
“Be flexible! Don't lock yourself into a career path that you will regret 20 years from now, but
rather take the time to explore subjects that you know nothing about. You may be surprised how
useful they may be.” – Jeff Gerlach
“Time management and prioritizing are key for me while completing my Marketing degree at
Post. Juggling my courses, family, and career can be challenging and if I didn't have a plan, it
would be overwhelming.” – Lee Jackson
“Make sure you research the major you are going to go for to ensure it is something you want to
do and that it is a major you can find a job in when you graduate.” – James Badders
“I would say to make sure you have the time to dedicate to courses. I noticed it works for me to
take 1 a module rather then 2 because even though it will take longer, I am getting higher
grades and able to put more effort into my classes.” – Michelle Perrotti
“For the online students: Once the class starts, know exactly what each Unit requirements are,
this will allow you to prioritize your weekly work in a way that will set you up for success. Make
sure those requirements are met and then go back and cover all the material once again as a
review. Each Unit is loaded with an abundance of information and it requires several hours to
cover it, keeping the eyes on the ball will minimize stress and help you balance everyday life
and college. Good luck!” – Carlos Reyes
“For our younger folks: choose your career path then identify which classes will allow you to
start on that career path. For example, I was 18 working in a gas station as an Assistant
Manager. I took computer literacy, typing and excel first to provide me with the tools I needed to
get an office job (accounting). I created a resume, went to a business and with the skills I had
learned, I landed that job that paved the way for my future.” – Krista Anderson
“Listen to what everyone has to offer & keep an open mind.” – Jennifer M. Wojcik

